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Bulletin from the Board- Annual Meeting Report
This newsletter article is my first official communication as the incoming President of
CKS. So I can’t think of a better first phrase to write than “Thank You.”
Thank you for the trust you have placed in me by choosing me as
President of this amazing little synagogue. We are small but we
manage to
… educate our children
… create spiritual and engaging worship services
… help our fellow congregants in need
… perform acts of public service
… and so many other things, while maintaining an intimate and welcoming feeling.
Every year brings new challenges to sustaining our mission, but I am very confidently
looking ahead to a phenomenal year. Why? Because I am backed up by a talented
board, a dedicated staff, an amazing rabbi and, most importantly, because of YOU.
The families of CKS are what motivated me to step up into this role. Even in my relatively
few years here at CKS, I have met remarkable people, from whom I have learned
much and now count as lifelong friends. Even better, my mixed family has had very
much the same experience, while deepening our family connection to Judaism.
This year, I promise to keep things simple. We will focus on two themes throughout this
year:

Re-energizing our Mission
Rebuilding our Financial Reserves
OK, perhaps not so simple, but very worthwhile and very do-able. In future newsletters,
my fellow board members and I look forward to sharing just how we hope to do that,
together, as a community. In the meantime, my “door” is always open. I can be
reached through the “contact” section of the CKS website, by contacting Robin in the
synagogue office or at the home number listed in our synagogue directory. I would
welcome hearing your ideas about how we can better serve the CKS community.

Bob Neusner, President

Summer Shabbat Services
Shabbat services this summer will be held at 7:30 pm on the following
dates:
August 14th
August 28th
Regular Friday evening Shabbat services will resume the Friday following
Labor Day, September 11th.

CKS Donations
CKS gratefully acknowledges the generosity of our
members and friends.

General
Mike Arons
Hilary & Peter Crist
Jeanne & Norman Schechter
Michael & Lisa Auerbach
Hal & Jennifer Rappaport
Meryl & Alan Traub
Natalie London
Michael Kalison & Debbie Lampf
in memory of Estelle Lampf and Fannie Lampf at
their yahrzeits
Bob & Peg Fass
in memory of Louise Applegate
Janis & Alan Todd
in honor of the marriage of their daughte Joanna
to Paul Lane
in honor of the senior graduates
in memory of Felix Barondess
in memory of Aaron Bisberg
Marc & Harlene Rosenberg
in memory of Nakhman Zaretsky
Marc & Harlene Rosenberg
in honor of Joanna Todd and Paul Lane
Marc & Harlene Rosenberg
in memory of Louise Applegate
Gil & Ellen Gordon
in memory of Joe Wions
Bob Sohor
in memory of Naoma Sohor
Debbie & Gary Gartenberg
Ron & Donna Lubin
Debbie & Gary Gartenberg
Ed & Susan Krisiloff
Religious School
Ann & Jack Kanarek
Mazel Tov to the 7th grade religious school class
and Kehiloft graduates
Tracey & Marc Weingarten
in honor of the religious school and Kehiloft
graduates
Kehiloft
Rena Gitlitz
Bill & Lisa Ries
Hilary & Peter Crist
in memory of Aaron Bisberg
High Holidiay
Steve Morrison
Robert Kopp
Rabbis Discretionary Fund
Jill & Roy Fraticelli
in honor of Jareds bar mitzvah
Remember CKS when you donate:

Dues only cover a portion of the CKS operating budget.
Consider making a donation in memory of a loved one,
honoring an accomplishment, or recognizing a friend or
colleague.

Kehiloft, the next step in your Jewish journey
Shalom and hello! This will probably be my last time
writing to the community from the perspective of a
Kehiloft student because college is right around the
corner. So this appears to be the perfect opportunity to
thank the CKS community and my fellow Kehilofters for an
amazing and influential six years that have shaped who I
am and who I will become.
As a teenager, you are trying incessantly to discover who
you are and where you fit into our complex and
unforgiving but amazing world. Whether it be entering a
new school, trying to figure out who your real friends are,
living with your family, or dealing with stress, every
teenager has to make the most of his or her complex
worlds. But the complexities only grow when you start to
contemplate your religious beliefs and where you fit in a
religiously diverse world.
Kehiloft allowed me to flourish rather than just survive
teenage years. If it were not for Kehiloft, I have no idea
how I would have managed to deal with teenage life.
This probably sounds cheesy and overstated, but I truly
owe so much to Kehiloft, my fellow Kehilofters, and Karen
Fridkis for contributing to making Kehiloft truly an
important next step in my Jewish journey.
When leaving Hebrew school following 7th grade, most of
my peers and I felt as though Judaism was all about strict
rules of sacrifice and Hebrew mumbo-jumbo. However,
through our discussions with the Rabbi, talking with one
another, and through our various tikkun olam projects, I
learned that Judaism is more than a religion. It is a way of
life. But I would have just been lost pondering my religious
and moral beliefs while stumbling through the infinitely
complex world of high school had it not been for the
supportive Kehiloft community. Through Kehiloft I learned
that to me Judaism is a culture dominated by giving
back to the community, giving back to the world and
working hard for what you believe in.
Aside from discovering my own religious beliefs, I can’t
thank Kehiloft enough for being a place to simply relax,
de-stress, and enjoy life with a great group of Kehilofters
who I am proud to call my friends!
And no matter how much credit and thanks I give to
Kehiloft, of course a huge THANK YOU must go out to
Karen Fridkis the phenomenal director of Kehiloft without
whom Kehiloft would be nothing.

Jason Weitze
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CKS member Janis Todd pulled together a team of
five to volunteer for a United Way event at the
Grounds for Sculpture.
We packed up bags of oatmeal, sugar, cinnamon,
and apple bits in an assembly line and sealed them in
packets that would later be shared with needy
families throughout New Jersey. The focus for United
Way was on children who depend on school lunch
programs so that they could have food during the
summer break. 75,000 packets were put together in
two shifts for this special “Strike Out Hunger” Event on
Tuesday, June 23.

Pictured left to right in front stacks of boxes packed with
oatmeal:
Toni Jackson, Janis Todd, Harlene Rosenberg, Hilary Crist,
and Lisa Roe
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